Biomarkers of Duchenne muscular dystrophy: current findings
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Abstract: Numerous biomarkers have been unveiled in the rapidly evolving biomarker discovery field, with an aim to improve the clinical management of disorders. In rare diseases, such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy, this endeavor has created a wealth of knowledge that, if effectively exploited, will benefit affected individuals, with respect to health care, therapy, improved quality of life and increased life expectancy. The most promising findings and molecular biomarkers are inspected in this review, with an aim to provide an overview of currently known biomarkers and the technological developments used. Biomarkers as cells, genetic variations, miRNAs, proteins, lipids and/or metabolites indicative of disease severity, progression and treatment response have the potential to improve development and approval of therapies, clinical management of DMD and patients’ life quality. We highlight the complexity of translating research results to clinical use, emphasizing the need for biomarkers, fit for purpose and describe the challenges associated with qualifying biomarkers for clinical applications.
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Background

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is the most common form of muscular dystrophy with an incidence of 1 in 5000–9000 live born males per year.1,2 DMD is caused by mutations in the DMD gene located on the short arm of the X chromosome.3 The disease is inherited in recessive X-linked manner, leading to rare cases of female patients mostly due to skewed inactivation of the chromosome carrying the non-mutated copy of the gene.4 Several different mutations have been described, ranging from the most common out-of-frame deletions to duplication and point mutations.5 Mutations lead to a DMD phenotype when the gene product dystrophin cannot be synthesized.3 A milder form of the disease called Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) is caused by mutations in the same gene causing shorter or partly functional dystrophin.6 BMD patients can have very different clinical presentation with delayed muscular complaints leading to wheelchair dependency to almost asymptomatic cases with only elevated activity of creatine kinase (CK) in serum (a biomarker for muscle damage).7 DMD patients experience a severe disease progression starting at young age with delayed motor development and proximal to distal weakness of skeletal muscles. Patients typically lose ambulation at about 9 years of age if untreated, while daily use of glucocorticoids (GC) prolongs the ambulatory phase with most of the affected individuals being able to walk up to 12 years of age and some patients up to
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The life expectancy of DMD patients is improved thanks to GC treatment and better care, even though DMD patients die normally in their 30s due to cardiorespiratory insufficiency/complications.

In the last 20 years, research efforts converged in characterization of the disease mechanism and development of therapeutic strategies targeting the genetic defect (e.g., gene therapy,10-11 exon skipping,14-20 autologous genetically corrected stem cells21-23 and stop codon read-through24-26) or boosting compensating mechanisms (e.g., utrophin upregulation,27 myostatin inhibition28,29 and IGF-1 overexpression30). Less effort was dedicated to the development of outcome measures able to capture clinical benefit in clinical trials. This has recently changed with multiple investigators adapting and developing functional scales (e.g., the 6-minute walk test [6MWT]31 and the performance of upper limb32) and providing data enabling drug developers to better design and power interventional studies. The most used test in interventional studies, the 6MWT, has been found to be a good tool to monitor disease progression; however, the large variation between individuals, a strong and documented motivational component and the low potency of the drugs tested so far have not enabled to proceed to the full approval by regulatory agencies.3,31 Given this background, multiple groups are currently working on the identification of biomarkers, which could not only enrich the design of clinical trials, but also provide objective readouts to predict the likelihood of benefit due to the administration of experimental medicinal products. The availability of biomarkers would enable refined clinical trials design reducing the noise caused by patients with different characteristics and accelerate the evaluation and approval of medicinal products by detecting early signs of response to the drug and by anticipating clinical benefit. We will proceed to provide definitions to the known types of biomarkers to show what is currently available for DMD.

**Types of biomarkers**

Biomarkers are measurable indicators of some biologic state or condition. The term “biomarker” has been often inappropriately used, leading to the recent release of the Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools Resource documents by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–National Institutes of Health Working Group aiming to clarify the differences between biomarker types.33 The document discriminates between seven types of biomarkers, namely, 1) diagnostic, 2) monitoring, 3) pharmacodynamic/response, 4) predictive, 5) prognostic, 6) safety and 7) susceptibility/risk biomarkers.

Diagnostic biomarkers are used to detect or confirm the presence of a disease or condition of interest or to identify individuals with a subtype of the disease. Classical examples are blood pressure to diagnose hypertension and sweat chloride to confirm cystic fibrosis.

Monitoring biomarkers are typically serially measured in order to assess the status of a disease or evidence of exposure to (or effect of) a medical product (or an environmental agent). The concept of monitoring includes repetition of the test in time to detect changes in an individual or in the population. Examples are monitoring the drug concentration, drug toxicity and therapeutic response to a drug after treatment, as well as surveillance of serum cholesterol in patients with hypercholesterolemia. This definition includes multiple types of biomarkers such as pharmacodynamic, safety, prognostic and predictive biomarkers.

Pharmacodynamic/response biomarkers are used to show biologic response in individuals treated with a medicinal product or an environmental agent. This type of biomarker provides evidence that the drug has reached its target and produced the desired effect; however, it may not necessarily anticipate future clinical event of clinical benefit. Examples are quantification of the viral load in antiretroviral treatment or serum cholesterol levels after dosing patients with lipid-lowering drugs.34 Pharmacodynamic biomarkers are often used in dose-finding studies to optimize the dose and show proof of principle of target engagement.

Predictive biomarkers are used to identify individuals who are more likely to receive benefit (or toxic effects) from the exposure to a drug compared to other subjects who do not have the biomarker. These types of biomarkers is not only useful in clinical trials, but also for patients’ care decision. Predictive biomarkers could be characteristics of the individuals (host characteristics), such as genetic variants, or characteristics of the disease process, such as mutations present in the tumor. An example is represented by mutation in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes that may be used to predict sensitivity to treatment with PARP inhibitors in women carrying platinum-sensitive ovarian cancer.35 While designing randomized trials including only biomarker-positive patients could be a strategy to reduce the number of patients involved and observe larger effect sizes, it is still advisable to include patients who do not carry the biomarker to demonstrate the role of the biomarker. On the other hand, sole comparison of the experimental treatment between biomarker-positive and biomarker-negative patients may not clarify whether the biomarker is predictive, as biomarker-positive patients could perform better than biomarker-negative patients independently to the treatment, qualifying in this way the biomarker as a prognostic one instead of a predictive one.
Prognostic biomarkers are defined as biomarkers able to identify the likelihood of a clinical event in patients affected by a condition. These types of biomarkers are thus independent from the exposure to medicinal products; it may, however, be influenced by the stage of the disease, so the definition of the context is extremely important. Examples are BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene mutations as prognostic biomarkers to assess the odds of breast cancer in women who have already had breast cancer before or C-reactive protein levels to assess the likelihood of recurrent coronary artery events in patients with unstable angina. In certain cases, when, for example, the event rate is used as an endpoint, prognostic biomarkers can be used to include patients who are more likely to experience an event resulting in an enrichment of the clinical trial design.

Safety biomarkers are used to indicate the likelihood, presence or extent of toxicity after exposure to a medical product. An example is represented by the serum levels of hepatic enzymes for liver toxicity.

Susceptibility/risk biomarkers are used to estimate the likelihood of a clinical event in otherwise healthy individuals. An example is represented by the factor V Leiden as a risk biomarker to develop thrombosis.

The use of biomarkers is especially important for rare diseases, not only to facilitate the diagnostic process of diseases rarely seen by general practitioners but also to enable better patient management in response to the available drugs and to support and accelerate the evaluation and marketization of medicinal products. In fact, mechanisms such as the accelerated approval by the FDA rely on the use of surrogate endpoints expected to anticipate clinical benefit, thus greatly reducing the time to commercialization. We present in Figure 1 an overview of the different types of biomarkers and the direct application to the DMD field.

**Recent findings on DMD biomarkers**

Biomarkers are able to describe both normal and pathologic conditions and provide information that characterizes patient health status at higher resolution than symptoms that are visible, palpable or physical tests. The increased resolution can describe alterations in organs, tissues or cells at a molecular level. The value of the biomarkers resides in more conclusive and precise measures that can aid clinical management of disorders, and they are less influenced by the patient’s ability to describe symptoms, their mood and ability and willingness to cooperate. Current research efforts have made major advances identifying cells, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), proteins, metabolites, lipids and miRNA as potential biomarkers. During the past 5 years, several scientific reports have testified existence of promising biomarkers, but only a
few of them have been validated for use in a clinical setting. Validation of such markers implies not only a conclusive, clear link to a clinical endpoint or process, but also a specific, sensitive and robust measure as determined by an appropriate analytical method rendering reproducible results.

**Tissue composition**

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) and magnetic resonance–based methods measuring re-emission of radiation from the nuclei of hydrogen atoms as a consequence of exposure to magnetic radiation. The emission is influenced by the molecular environment and, thus, can be used to distinguish between atoms in water molecules and atoms in lipid molecules. Exploiting these differences MRI can create images of tissues, enabling distinction between fat and muscle tissue. MRS, on the other hand, can detect signals from other hydrogen-containing molecules such as metabolites. Several protocols have been developed that after excitation with electromagnetic radiation measure the return of the tissue to the non-excited state either through spin–lattice (T1) or spin–spin (T2) process. The aggregated data collected from the analysis of protons in a tissue can be subsequently converted into two-dimensional images of the sample analyzed. Already in 2003, Tracy et al published the use of MRI to monitor tissue composition. Today, quantitative MRI (qMRI) is able to estimate fat fraction based on chemical shift–based separation of water and fat signals. Among the different protocols and data analysis methods, the transverse relaxation time (MRI-T2), which represents the bulk of T2, has been reported to render higher signals in DMD patients in comparison to controls and to correlate with time-limited functional test, walking 30 ft, climbing four steps and rising from the floor. The two- and three-point Dixon MRI and single-voxel 1H-MRS measure independent lipid infiltration which is found to be elevated in DMD boys. The effect of corticosteroids was measurable by MRI at 3 months after the initiation of treatment. The correlations identified and the accuracy of the measurements make this biomarker suitable as a surrogate endpoint in clinical trials. Quantification of muscle fat and water estimated by qMRI offers the advantages of being less dependent on patient’s motivation, attention and coordination than functional tests, is reproducible across clinical centers and has a strong correlation with clinical parameters. However, patient experience of the MRI scan with respect to discomfort, duration they have to remain immobilized and repetition as well as the cost for MRI scans reaching up to £500 per hour are aspects that still need to be addressed.

**Genomic markers**

Genomic biomarkers, as biologic measurements, can be used to diagnose disease, qualify patients for specific therapies, as well as predict patient response to treatment and survival. Within rare disorders, genome wide association studies on patient samples most likely underperform due to the limited population making identification of genomic biomarkers challenging. The lack of statistical power in genome wide association studies for DMD has been partially overcome by combining and integrating information identified in animal models. Latent TGFβ binding protein 4 (LTBP4) has been identified as a genetic modifier that correlated with age of ambulation loss. In, particular, a haplotype constituted by four SNPs has been explored in depth in 254 non-ambulant patients from the United Dystrophinopathy Project cohort. The four SNPs composing this haplotype are missense variants. The first SNP can code for either valine (V) or isoleucine (I), the second and third variants for threonine (T) or alanine (A) and the last one for threonine (T) or methionine (M). Different haplotypes can arise from this configuration; however, the most frequent ones are VTTT and IAAM. Analysis of these variants in DMD patients showed that IAAM homozygous carriers were ambulant ~2 years longer than patients carrying other haplotypes. The significance of LTBP4 as a biomarker has been confirmed by the analysis of 336 patients from five European clinical sites and more recently in a second cohort comprising 340 DMD subjects collected across three different continents. This protective haplotype is associated with delayed loss of ambulation regardless of the steroid treatment. LTBP4 interacts directly with TGFβ which stimulates the expression of SPP1 in myoblasts, another genomic marker. A polymorphism in the promoter region of the SPP1 gene, rs28357094, upstream the transcription start site affects the expression of SPP1. The GG/TG alleles...
were shown to be associated with rapid disease progression in comparison to the TT allele.63,64 This association, however, was not confirmed by more recent studies performed on European and American cohorts.59,60 Recently, Vianello et al clarified that SPPI overexpression occurs in patients carrying the G allele as a consequence of GC treatment.65 More recently, the minor allele of SNP rs1883832, lying in the 5’ untranslated region of the CD40 gene, was identified to be associated with early loss of ambulation.58 Analysis of CD40 gene expression at the transcript and protein levels revealed diminished expression and altered B-cell and macrophage activation. Data obtained in animal models provide rational support for further genetic modifiers in DMD. A variant in the promoter region of the JAG1 locus was found to be associated with mild symptoms in the canine model Golden Retriever muscular dystrophy. This variant resulted in overexpression of JAG1 and consequently ameliorated the dystrophic phenotype in dogs and in the zebrafish model.66 Jagged1 product was also found to be differentially represented in the serum of two independent DMD cohorts compared to healthy controls.67 Another marker with effect on the DMD phenotype is the ACTN3 R577X null polymorphism. This genetic variant was associated with reduced muscle strength at baseline, but improved disease progression.68 Annexin A6 (ANXA6) encodes a calcium-dependent membrane protein involved and is involved in sarcolemma repair.69 Truncated isoforms of ANXA6 are synthesized as a result of two synonymous SNPs associated with alternative splicing events. Expression of the truncated isoform as a consequence of the SNPs hinders transport of the full-length annexin A6 to the sarcolemma and the repair process.69 The biomarker value of ANXA6 might not reside in the predictive value of the genetic alteration, but the amount of protein isoforms expressed.70

Proteins
The analysis of body fluids to identify protein biomarkers has been performed with many different technologies ranging from single immunoassays71 to small panels of targeted approaches,72 to large-scale targeted approaches,67,73 to untargeted mass spectrometry (MS)–based approaches coupled to immunoassay-based validation.74,75 Many new potential candidates have been identified thanks to the new enabling technologies, and new evidence has been obtained for the already known biomarkers.76

The most widely known and currently used biomarker is represented by the serum activity levels (units/L) of CK. CK activity levels (and also elevated protein levels of the muscle form of CK) indicate the muscle damage is ongoing. It is usually the first element leading to the diagnosis of Duchenne after confirming lack of dystrophin in muscle biopsies and a mutation in the DMD gene. CK activity in serum has been shown to correlate with other muscle-derived proteins (myofibrillar proteins as well as proteins involved in energy production) in the circulation, such as lactate dehydrogenase, carbonic anhydrase 3 or myosin light chain.67,73 Cross-sectional studies showed that muscle-related proteins are largely elevated in circulation at the time of diagnosis and decrease with age as the muscle mass is replaced by adipose tissue.72 Due to seasonal variation, intraindividual variation, exercise-dependent fluctuation and progression toward healthy controls levels, CK is at the moment considered to be a good diagnostic biomarker, but a weak pharmacodynamic biomarker and surrogate endpoint.72,77,78 Given the good performance of CK as a diagnostic biomarker, a test on dried blood spots has been recently developed to detect CK activity levels and the causative mutation.79 While this assay will ensure early detection of DMD, it has also been shown to detect other forms of muscular dystrophy, such as limb girdle muscular dystrophy. As a biomarker, CK is a powerful and robust marker, but has not been widely adopted due to lack of approved early interventions and the perception that the test does not necessarily have consequences on improvement of motor function.80–82 A recent high-throughput cross-sectional study performed in serum samples of two independent cohorts has enabled the identification of 44 proteins discriminating DMD from healthy controls. Most of the identified proteins followed a CK-like profile; however, other proteins such as RET showed reduced levels compared to healthy controls, while some others such as GDF11 were characterized by a different progression with age.67 It is still not clear whether these proteins could act as prognostic or predictive biomarkers or as surrogate endpoints. More studies are needed to understand the biologic meaning of the newly identified ones. The same researchers recently published a follow-up paper where they studied the response to treatment with GC in longitudinal settings and identified predictive biomarkers, mostly inflammatory ones such as CCL22, pharmacodynamic biomarkers, mostly related to the immune system such as FCER2, and safety biomarkers, related to GC side effects such as an increase in insulin and leptin.83 The value of leptin as a safety parameter needs to be better evaluated, as an increase in serum leptin levels was reported in steroid-naïve patients.84 Metalloproteinases (MMPs), especially MMP-9, have been found to be elevated in DMD patients and to increase with disease progression.71,85–88 While the role of MMP-9 has been investigated in the context of
satellite cells and muscle regeneration in murine models, it is still not clear how MMP-9 serum levels are related to disease progression.⁸⁸–⁹¹ Analysis of other body fluids such as urine has also revealed an increased amount of myofibrillar proteins such as titin, which was confirmed in patient samples as well as in urine obtained from murine and canine models.⁹²,⁹³ A sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay was developed for quantification of the N-terminal titin fragment in urine, which detected 139.5 pmol/L.⁹⁴

**Lipids and metabolites**

While muscle/fat composition of the tissue is currently considered as one of the most promising biomarkers, its measurement by MRI relies on the lipid composition of the tissue. Besides fat/muscle fraction estimates described in the “Tissue composition” section, studies reveal specific lipids present in muscles, blood or urine also as potential interesting biomarker candidates.⁹⁵–⁹⁷ In comparison to healthy muscle, the dystrophic muscle is characterized by changed fatty acid composition, oxidative damage and elevated protein thiol oxidation.⁹⁸–¹⁰⁰ Furthermore, distribution of specific lipid compounds has been suggested to be useful for determining the metabolic state of muscle cells and fibers. Mdx muscle exhibits lower levels of carnosine, taurine, glycine, methionine and creatine in comparison to healthy muscle.¹⁰¹,¹⁰² In contrast, glutamate, glutamine, succinate, isoleucine, acetate, alanine and glyceraldehyde are increased in dystrophic muscle.¹⁰¹,¹⁰³ Antioxidants such as vitamin E and the reduced form of coenzyme Q9 accumulate in tissues exposed to oxidative stress and can reveal regions with high oxidative activity in the muscle, whereas regions rich in triglycerides mark cells with high lipid metabolism such as adipose tissue.¹⁰⁴,¹⁰⁵ Cholesterol accumulation, likewise, can reveal regions undergoing muscle degeneration–regeneration, since it affects membrane deformability.¹⁰⁴ Trimethyl ammonium and creatine are two other metabolites altered in dystrophic muscle. The ratio of trimethyl ammonium to total creatine has a negative correlation to muscle function as demonstrated by analysis of 16 individuals (8 DMD and 8 controls).¹⁰⁶ The metabolic alterations recorded in dystrophic muscles are apparently detectable in body fluids such as serum, plasma or urine to some extent. Creatine levels that are lower in mdx muscle when compared to wild-type muscle are in contrast to serum levels that are higher in DMD patients compared to controls.¹⁰⁷ In a natural history study comprising 51 patients and 22 age-matched controls, several metabolites have been detected at altered levels. However, creatine to creatinine ratio increases with age in DMD patients, whereas it decreases in healthy individuals.¹⁰⁷ Besides serum, urine has also been analyzed within the context of DMD. Elimination of methyl-amino acids has been explored in urine. The levels of 3-methylhistidine urine decrease with age, whereas they tend to remain stable in healthy individuals.¹⁰⁸ Although metabolic biomarker candidates have been identified, it remains to not only confirm the findings and validate the most promising biomarkers, but also complement current knowledge with more targeted studies on the correlation of metabolite levels with clinical markers and disease symptoms.

**MicroRNA**

miRNAs or miRs have an intrinsic ability to function as gene silencers and modulate the synthesis of specific proteins. miRNAs are 21–25 nucleotides long RNA molecules that bind to the 3’ untranslated region of target mRNA through RNA-induced silencing complex and consequently alter the gene expression either through suppressed translation of targeted protein or decreased protein synthesis due to induced mRNA susceptibility to degradation. Advances in DNA sequencing technologies have contributed to identification of thousands of miRNAs in the human genome and have unveiled their impact on biologic processes.¹⁰⁹–¹¹¹ miRNAs’ control on protein synthesis, if deregulated as a consequence of altered expression, affects critical processes underlying cell development, proliferation, metabolism and differentiation.¹¹⁰,¹¹¹ miRNAs represent ideal biomarkers since they are specifically expressed in different tissues and are released into the blood stream upon injuries.¹¹² In 2008, miRs were for the first time regarded as biomarkers and the first three tumor-associated miRs were identified.¹¹³ The advantage of miR as biomarkers is their stability upon freezing and thawing, extreme pH conditions in both serum and plasma samples.¹¹⁴

The intricate function of miRNAs makes them key players in several biologic processes such as regulation of cell cycle and apoptosis, development of tissue and organs including cardiac and skeletal muscle development, and biologic processes that are important and affected in DMD. Several miRNAs have been identified to be expressed 20-fold higher in muscle in comparison with the expression in other tissues and are considered to be muscle specific.¹¹⁵ Altered expression of miRNAs in muscles as a consequence of diminished dystrophin expression in DMD has been suggested to contribute to leakage of miRNAs into the blood stream. The release of miRNAs from the skeletal muscle is likely to occur both through leakage and secretion, since many of them are associated with proteins and lipoproteins.¹¹⁶
Several reports confirm the discovery of elevated miRNA blood levels in DMD patients in comparison to healthy individuals. miR-1, miR-30c, miR-31, miR-133, miR-181, miR-206, miR-208a, miR-208b and miR-499 are elevated in serum, whereas miR-95 is elevated in plasma. In contrast, miR-549 is less abundant in plasma from DMD patients compared to controls. The majority of the miRNAs that are significantly elevated in DMD patients, miR-1, miR-133, miR-206, miR-208b and miR-499, can also differentiate between DMD and the milder BMD phenotype. Most of them are actively transcribed in myocytes and involved in proliferation and differentiation. miRNA abundance in muscle varies between muscle groups and does not necessarily correlate with the serum levels. The expression of miR-16 in mdx muscle does not vary significantly in lower limb muscles and diaphragm. In the same study, miR-1 and miR-133a showed decreased levels in soleus and tibialis anterior muscles and miR-206 was significantly increased in tibialis anterior and diaphragm. Fluctuation in miRNA expression in muscles is not entirely correlated with their release in blood. The decreased level of miRNAs in tissues suggests leakage or secretion of these markers into the blood stream rather than a change in expression levels. It is possible that the miRNA signature in blood is proportional to the amount of muscle regenerating fibers, which are particularly enriched in young dystrophic patients compared to older ones. This active secretion mechanism seems to be independent of the secretion of exosome/vesicles as most of the miRNAs in the circulation are extravesicular. Some miRNAs have been found to be associated with clinical parameters indicative of disease progression. miR-30c was detected at higher levels in patients with better preserved motor function estimated by North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) and 6MWT, whereas miR181-a concentration was higher in patients with difficulties to climb and descend stairs, but it was not statistically significant. Both observations were, however, not statistically significant. Similar results were obtained also from the analysis of miR-1, miR-206, miR-31, miR-133a and miR-133b in ambulant and non-ambulant patients, indicating lack of correlation with NSAA score. Interestingly, serum levels of miR-133 showed positive correlation with fast-twitch muscle fiber composition and negative correlation with slow-twitch fiber composition, whereas miR-499 had negative correlation with fast-twitch muscle fiber composition. These observations corroborate fluctuation in serum miRNA levels in association with muscle mass and fiber composition, which are affected during disease progression. Most importantly, levels of miR-1, miR-133a and miR-206 decrease over time in the serum of dystrophic animal models and DMD patients and they are potential markers for disease progression. Further studies remain to be conducted for validation of miRNAs as biomarkers and explore their specificity and sensitivity.

### Samples types and technologies

The plethora of biomarkers identified is the result of numerous efforts invested in samples collection harmonization, biobanks, collaboration of partners in multinational consortia and availability of technologies offering the possibility to go beyond the state of the art and enabling researchers to improve and refine their observations. In this section, we want to focus on the most used sample matrices and technologies.

### Biologic samples

Muscle biopsies have been studied extensively through histology, immunostaining, proteomic and transcriptomic analyses. While the analysis of muscle biopsies has been key to identify candidate biomarkers such as SPP1, JAG1 and others, most of the effort is steered toward the analysis of biofluids that can be obtained less invasively, such as blood and urine. Blood and urine samples are retrieved relatively easily with little distress to the patient, offering more easily accessible biomarker measurements. Blood-derived sample matrices such as serum and plasma have been the most investigated ones. Here, differences exist between them as plasma samples can be obtained in different tube types depending on the downstream application. For example, plasma samples can be obtained in heparin–lithium tubes as well as EDTA tubes. While both tubes could potentially work for certain proteomic analysis (differences could still be present depending on the pipeline), the use of heparin tubes will seriously hamper polymerase chain reaction-based strategies to, for example, study miRNA, since heparin is a strong inhibitor of polymerases. While certain pipelines have been optimized with a specific sample matrix, the obtained data should be still interpreted carefully as sample processing may affect the measurement independently from the technique used. As an example, certain MMPs are released during clotting, thus largely increasing the levels of MMPs in serum samples compared to plasma samples. New sample matrices are being explored, such as PAX gene tubes in DMD, enabling analysis of RNA species in blood. The composition and complexity of these biologic samples influence both detection of the biomarkers and their stability. Serum, plasma and urine carry residual molecules from different organs and tissues as potential biomarkers. Amount
of biomarker molecules in body fluids constitutes merely a small fraction of the molecules that populate the samples as a consequence of dilution effects. Often, extra steps, such as globin depletion for PAX gene tubes derived RNA, are taken to reduce the dynamic range of the sample, especially when the downstream analysis is a high-throughput nontargeted analysis. Furthermore, while some biomarkers are affected by storage conditions, others are affected by parameters not necessarily related to the disorder, for example, age and gender of the individuals.

Technologies
Technological advances have empowered biomarker discovery and validation by offering more sensitive measurements, with improved detection limit and increased multiplexing capacity. With the advent of next-generation sequencing technology, whole genome and transcriptome sequencing has become achievable in only few hours. Massive parallel sequencing is characterized by generation of a large amount of data that, if inspected and interpreted, improve our knowledge regarding genomic markers and based on differential expression analysis render potential biomarkers and novel drug targets. This technology has allowed development of personalized medicine, in particular for cancer. Within DMD, however, the number of samples available is more restricted and new strategies for meta-analysis across platforms and more efficient exploration of the data generated are required through, for example, integration with other type of data on protein and metabolite levels.

MS is a widely used technology for analysis of biomolecules such as proteins, lipids and metabolites in complex samples, and biomarker discovery analysis has been performed on both tissue samples and body fluids using MS platforms such as MS/MS and matrix assisted laser desorption ionization-time of flight mass spectrometry or linear trap quadrupole ion trap MS. The advantages offered by this technology are the ability to quantify biomolecules and distinguish between specific forms, for example, phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated forms of proteins. Sensitivity of the technology has been increased by improvement of ionization efficiency and spatial resolution combined with novel interrogate recorded data. For protein biomarker discovery, targeted MS-based Multiple Reaction Monitoring allows simultaneous quantification of several biomarkers. The increased analysis capacity of MS has been exploited to generate images of protein, lipid and metabolite distribution.

Beside MS, protein biomarkers have also been identified using affinity-based proteomics methods such as planar protein arrays and suspension bead array. Massive efforts have been invested in generation of antibodies and affinity binders as aptamers, exponentially increasing the number of analytes that can be analyzed. Protein abundance measurements using these methods rely, however, on the quality of the affinity binders used. Current development of affinity binders addresses this issue by carefully designed validation strategies.

New directions
Although many biomarkers have been identified, they are not used in daily clinical practice and they are only occasionally included as exploratory biomarkers in clinical trials. The delay in the use of biomarkers becomes obvious when the number of FDA-approved biomarkers is compared with the number of biomarkers identified. The lack of reliable biomarkers, within DMD, not only affects the immediate care of affected patients, but also hinders development of novel therapies and subsequent approval by regulatory authorities. One of the biggest challenges is the limited availability of samples for biomarker analysis. The majority of strategies used for identification and validation of biomarkers rely on inclusion of large number of patients, which is not achievable within rare disorders. Therefore, new strategies to interrogate samples from different perspectives and integrate molecular data at DNA, RNA, protein and metabolite levels are needed to extract the best performing biomarkers.

While genomic markers orchestrating gene expression are more useful for characterization of the phenotypes, stratification of patients and/or qualification for therapies, abundance of miRNA, protein and metabolite biomarkers can provide information about health status changes in time. Most of the biomarkers identified can discriminate between DMD and healthy individuals and even discriminate between the mild and severe DMD phenotypes, but not all of them clearly fit for monitoring disease progression. miR-18, miR-30c and miR-181a correlate with functional measures, whereas carbonic anhydrase 3, lactate dehydrogenase, the myosins and troponins correlate with disease milestones such as loss of ambulation. These findings raise the question whether functional tests are the most appropriate clinical parameter to be explored. Ideally, a combination of biomarkers and functional tests would have a better prognostic power than single readouts, enabling better modeling of individual disease trajectories.

What is still needed?
While the work done so far has made it possible to identify a number of candidate biomarkers, their daily applica-
tion in the clinics is still limited and major improvements are to be expected. New applications (such as analysis of dried blood spots) for the already known biomarkers (such as CK) are being developed with the aim to anticipate the diagnosis at birth; early diagnosis would enable better patient management and early treatment with GC, perhaps further postponing disease milestones. The availability of qualified biomarkers would not only certainly benefit patient management, but also speed up the evaluation of medicinal products. Both FDA and European Medicines Agency have mechanisms in place for biomarker qualification, and even though the qualification process is not needed, the awareness of the qualification process forces researchers and clinicians to develop biomarkers for specific purposes and to evaluate them in a clear context of use.

Prognostic biomarkers able to forecast disease milestones such as loss of ambulation would enable improved patient selection for clinical trial design by either excluding patients who are more likely to lose ambulation (e.g., to ensure that muscle targeting drugs can have sufficient time and tissue target to improve muscle function) or by including patients who are more likely to lose ambulation (e.g., to increase the chance of showing efficacy in trials where the primary endpoint is the ratio between wheelchair-dependent patients and the total number of patients). Caution should be taken, however, as selection of patient groups may result in specific therapeutic indications, which could lead to drug availability only for a narrow subgroup of DMD patients. Pharmacodynamic biomarkers could provide evidence that the drug is working (e.g., evidence of exon skipping and dystrophin restoration after treatment with antisense oligonucleotides) and they could be used in dose-finding studies to determine what is the best dose or regimen for the drug in use. Predictive biomarkers would largely accelerate the development of medicinal products for DMD patients and for patients affected by rare diseases in general. The availability of these types of biomarkers would improve the trial design by selecting those patients who are most likely to benefit from the treatment (e.g., SPP1 genotype for drugs targeting inflammatory pathways and/or compare GC treatment with other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) and they will provide supporting evidence of response to the treatment. Lastly, biomarkers associated with patients’ performance that are strongly supportive of clinical benefit, such as surrogate endpoints, which show smaller interindividual variation would enable smaller and better controlled studies to be performed, thus accelerating the evaluation of medicinal products.
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